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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
BODY SIDE MOULDING
$235.00*
Protect your doors from dents and scratches with the sleek and durable
Lexus body side mouldings. They feature a high-quality body-colour
finish and are designed to resist peeling in high-pressure washing and
normal environmental exposure.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
TRAILER HITCH BALL - 2"
$33.00*
Hitches and Accessories have been designed specifically for your vehicle.
Please consult your Lexus Dealer for vehicle specific information.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
BLOCK HEATER
$260.00*
Custom designed for your Lexus, the block heater provides easier cold
weather starts, potentially reducing engine wear and decreasing time
required to warm-up the interior. The system may also help to save fuel
and battery power during start-up

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
ROOF RACK CROSS BARS
$398.00*
Take full advantage of your roof space. Designed to enhance the
versatility and convenience of your Lexus, these lightweight yet highstrength aluminum cross bars feature a high-gloss black finish to
complement the body’s styling. The cross bars are easily adjustable
without tools when cargo-carrying needs change—simply loosen the
thumbwheels for infinite adjustability along the length of the factory roof
rails. The cross bars are both corrosion- and fade-resistant.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
TRAILER HITCH BALL - 1 7/8"
$50.99*
Lexus

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
PRO SERIES PAINT PROTECTION FILM
$435.00*
The Genuine Lexus Pro Series Paint Protection Film is designed for the
hood and front fenders and helps guard your vehicle's paint from sand,
stones and other road debris that can chip and scratch the finish. Made
from transparent thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated film helps
maintain a like-new appearance for your Lexus.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
TRAILER BALL PLATFORM
$132.00*
Hitches and Accessories have been designed specifically for your vehicle.
Please consult your Lexus Dealer for vehicle specific information. * Note:
Trailer Ball sold separately.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
RUNNING BOARDS
$1,070.00*
Step up in style. Beautifully crafted to complement the design of your
vehicle, these lightweight running boards help you gain easy and safe
access to your cabin and roof rack. Featuring a corrosion-resistant
design, the running boards are built with a reinforced composite
structure for strength and durability. An anti-slip surface provides added
grip and stability for driver and passengers.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
17" ALLOY WHEELS (5 SPOKE)
$1,208.00*
The Lexus 17" silver winter alloy wheels have been specifically designed
to equip your NX for winter driving while maintaining its prestigious
appearance. Price displayed includes a set of four wheels with tire
installation. Tires sold separately. Benefits of the Genuine Wheel: •
Designed and tested to exact Lexus specifications, Genuine Lexus Wheels
are guaranteed to properly support the weight of the vehicle, allowing
the suspension to maintain ride height and absorb road shocks even
when the vehicle is under load; • Genuine Lexus wheels guarantee proper
balance, offset and brake clearance, giving the Guest a peace of mind and
ensuring proper fitment and reliability of the wheels; • Tested against
corrosion with a copper accelerated salt spray test process, allowing the
wheels to stand up to the environment, road salts, chemicals and harsh
road conditions.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
HOOD DEFLECTOR
$200.00*
The hood deflector is designed for a quality fit and matches the contour
of your hood. Aerodynamically designed to deflect airflow over the hood
of your vehicle. The hood deflector helps reduce hood paint chipping
from road debris and keeps leading edge of your hood free from insects.
Easy to install featuring a 'no-drill' attachment system.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
SIDE WINDOW DEFLECTORS
$455.00*
The Genuine Lexus Side Window Deflectors are aerodynamically shaped
to minimize wind noise and buffering when driving with open windows.
The deflectors are designed to integrate flawlessly with your Lexus, while
maintaining its sleek look.

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
TOWING HITCH WITH WIRE HARNESS
$1,414.00*
Hitches and Towing Accessories have been designed specifically for your
vehicle to meet the maximum towing rating. Trailer Ball sold separately.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES
DOOR CUP PROTECTION FILM – SET OF FOUR
$82.80*
This clear film contours seamlessly to the vehicle’s door cup. Virtually
unnoticeable, this film offers protection against minor scratches.

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
CARGO LINER
$171.00*
This custom-designed Cargo Liner was created specifically to help
protect the rear cargo area of your vehicle from dirt, debris, and liquid
spills. The Cargo Liner is made of Thermo Plastic Rubber, making it
flexible and light so it can be easily lifted for access to storage panels
beneath, if applicable.

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
LEXUS GENUINE DASH CAMERA
$599.01*
Record your life adventures in full HD 1080p with the Lexus Genuine Dash
Camera. Four modes: Continuous Recording, Adventure Mode, Parking
Surveillance and Incident Recording. The Dash Camera also includes is
fully integrated with GPS and G-force sensors that capture your position
and speed, allowing you to download your journey to your mobile app
and/or desktop (app and software required). Industrial grade micro SD
card included.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
START+ LONG RANGE REMOTE ENGINE STARTER
$1,069.95*

Watch the Video

Lexus START+ Long Range Remote Engine Starter enables you to start
your Lexus from 800 metres or 2,600 feet away (range can be affected by
the surrounding environment). Lexus START+ also activates the pre-set
heating, the air conditioning system, as well as the front and rear
defoggers. * The Lexus START+ is designed for vehicles with automatic
transmission only and might not be available for all vehicles. The range
can be affected by the surrounding environment. Not all features are
applicable to all models. Please consult your Dealer for more details.
Laws in some communities may restrict the use of Remote Engine
Starters, please check your local regulations.

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
LEXUS UNIVERSAL TABLET HOLDER
$126.60*
The Universal tablet holder is compatible with virtually all multimedia
devices. It holds your tablet, phone, music or video player in place. The
Universal tablet holder is intended for passengers only. Drivers should
always be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of
road traffic conditions at all times.

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
FRONT ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL PROTECTORS
$502.00*
Heighten the thrill of stepping into your Lexus with illuminated door sills
for the driver and front passenger doors. Precision-contoured to fit the
vehicle. The front door sills feature LED illumination of the Lexus name in
glowing white for gas models or "hybrid blue" for hybrid models
whenever the front doors are opened. These illuminated door sill
enhancements are designed to meet Lexus high standards for precision
fit and finish, Kit of 2 (front).

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is
updated to reflect suggested retail price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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